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Thank You to the UTA Program

This has been my fifth semester as an undergraduate teaching assistant in the

Mathematics department. Prior to participating in the program, I would have thought that UTAs

primarily perform busy work, such as the grading and office hours that instructors might be too

busy for, but this could not be further from the truth. The postdoctoral mentors running the

program are wonderful at considering the goals and interests of the students when matching them

with a course and mentor, and ensuring that their responsibilities allow them to grow each week.

This semester I worked with Dr. Jason Aubrey in Math 432, Point-Set Topology, and Michelle

Ort in Math 195M, a colloquium targeting first-year math and statistics majors. These two

individuals are extremely wonderful and pushed me out of my comfort zone while building up

my confidence. Each semester that I have been in the program has been unique and has given me

a new skill set, partially because of how adaptable the program can be for the students.

The UTA program over time has allowed me to refine my communication skills and

confidence, not only when explaining mathematics, but even when explaining other ideas and

concepts. I initially applied anticipating that it would give me the communication skills needed

to be a physician, and I believe this program delivered. Now as I explain the concepts taught to

me in my Physiology courses to my family members, peers, and professors, I am much better at

adapting my terminology and level of detail to the audience. I am also much more confident and

well spoken as I communicate, which is surprising to me considering how timid and quiet I was

earlier in my career as a math major.

This semester I have also had the opportunity to give two lectures to the Point-Set

Topology class. This allowed me to adapt course materials prepared by the instructor in a way

that I could best explain, and as someone intending to pursue graduate study starting this Fall,

this was a skill that I will need to become very comfortable with. The first of the two lectures

was much more intimidating than the second, but I realized when interacting with the students

immediately after class that they weren’t intending to be critical of the lecture, but were on my



side wanting to learn, just as I am on their side wanting to teach them and help them understand.

This helped me gain a much more positive frame of mind when lecturing, because I have a

common goal with the students in trying to make the material as understandable and intuitive as

possible. I also got a better idea of how much to explain each topic, as there were some ideas that

I skimmed through because I had forgotten how challenging they are, and I was reminded that

students haven’t built the intuition necessary to comfortably work with those ideas. I am now

better at knowing what concepts to explain in more detail as a result.

I highly recommend this program to any Mathematics or Statistics and Data Science

major, regardless of their career goals. The confidence, communication skills, and independence

can benefit individuals in any walk of life, and there is so much room for students and mentors to

adapt the experiences to meet the student’s needs. I am much more confident going into graduate

school next Fall than I ever would have thought possible, and this is largely due to this program

and my many wonderful UTA mentors.


